Explicit expressions for all 2(nd+1) primitive idempotents in the ring
, where p and l are distinct odd primes such that an integer, are obtained. The minimum distance, generating polynomials and dimension of the minimal cyclic codes generated by these primitive idempotents are also discussed. As example, we discuss the parameters of the minimal cyclic codes of length 22.
Introduction
Let F be a field of odd prime order l and k ≥1 be an integer such that gcd(l, k)=1. Let
. Then, R k is semi-simple. As, every ideal in R k is the direct sum of
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its minimal ideals. Hence, to describe the complete set of ideals (codes over F) in R k , it is sufficient to find its complete set of primitive idempotents. Let k l o ) ( denotes the order of l modulo k. For k = 2, 4, p n , 2p n , p is odd prime and k l o ) ( = (k), the complete set of primitive idempotents in R k are obtained by Arora and Pruthi [4, 9] . k=p n , 2p n (n 1), p odd prime and
, the complete set of primitive idempotents in R k are obtained by Batra, Arora [8] . For k = p n q (n 1), p and q distinct odd primes where l is primitive root modulo p n and q both with gcd( ) ( ), 2 ( q p n   ) = 2, the primitive idempotents in R k are obtained by Bakshi and Raka [3] . For k = p n (n  1), p odd prime, Sehgal [1] describe the primitive idempotents of minimal cyclic codes of length p n q, p, q are distinct odd primes and,
In this paper, we have extended the results of Batra, Arora [8] . We consider the case when k = 2p n , where p and l are distinct odd primes,
1 an integer. We obtain explicit expressions for all the 2(nd+1) primitive idempotents in R k . The minimum distance, generating polynomials and dimension of the minimal cyclic codes generated by these primitive idempotents are also discussed. In Section2 (Lemmas 1-9 and Theorem 1), we discuss the cyclotomic cosets modulo 2p n and some basic results for describing the primitive idempotents in R k . In Section 3(Theorem 3), the explicit expression of primitive idempotents have obtained. In Section 4 (Theorem 4-6), we discuss the dimension, generating polynomial and minimum distance of minimal cyclic codes of length 2p n . In section 5, we discuss the various parameters of minimal cyclic codes of length 22. e where p is an odd prime. Lemma 1. Let p and l be distinct odd primes and n  1 be an integer .
Primitive idempotents in
Proof. Trivial. Lemma 2. There exists a positive integer g, 1 < g < 2p, such that gcd (g, 2pl) = 1,
There exists a positive integer g, 1 < g < 2p, such that gcd (g, 2pl) = 1and 
where g is the fixed integer as defined in Lemma 2.
Proof. Trivial. (ii)
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Lemma 4. For any odd prime p and positive integer k, if  is primitive p k th root of unity in some extension field of GF(l) and
Lemma 5. For any odd prime p and positive integer k, if  is primitive 2p k th root of unity in some extension field of GF(l) and
Proof. Similar as Lemma 4. Let
 is primitive 2p n th root of unity in some extension field of GF(l). For 0
Proof. Similar as above. ).
Then, by above discussion we get the required sum.
Proof. Similar as Lemma 8.
Evaluation of primitive idempotents
If  is a primitive mth root of unity in some extension field GF(l), then the polynomial M . Thus,
Proof. (i) By
For 0 ≤ i ≤ n-1, by using Lemma 8 and Lemma 9, we have
Similarly, we can evaluate ) (
where d/2 is even.
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where d/2 is odd.
Proof. Using Lemma 8 and putting all values of ) (
On the similar lines
Also, we can solve above three equations for particular value j = n-1. Then these equations read as
In view of above discussion, we conclude that, ).
